
 1. SINGLE-HANDED CARE 

Designed specifically for single-handed care, the 
innovative lifting system secures and lifts users 
effortlessly, significantly minimizing the potential 
of injury to both the individual being lifted and the 
caregiver.

 

2. SAFETY

Equipped with safety belts connected to the backrests, 
the Raizer II guarantees the fallen person’s sense of 
security and comfort through the lifting procedure 
(20-30 seconds).

3. UNIQUE LIFTING ABILITY

The Raizer II is specifically engineered to raise an 
individual weighing up to 150kg who has fallen, using 
its seamless and remotely operated mechanized 
lifting action.

4. MOBILE SOLUTION

The lightweight and portable design of the 
Raizer II chair (total weight 13kg) means this  

 

mobile lifting device can be easily transported and 
used in a variety of settings, from private homes to 
healthcare facilities.

5. EASY-TO-USE

The Raizer II presents a unique and user-friendly 
structure, incorporating intuitive sound and light 
indicators that simplify the swift assembly of the 
device in various settings. 

6. TRANSPORTATION 

When disassembled, the Raizer II is transported using 
two bags to the location. It is easily transported from 
location to location or stored away.

7. EASY-TO-CLEAN DESIGN

The Raizer II surfaces promote easy cleaning and 
enable efficient disinfection, ensuring a high level of 
cleanliness and improved infection control.
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PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT NAME

MHLU-105029

RAIZER II Lifting Chair - including 
remote control, carry case, cover for 
seat, battery charger 15W, USB charger 
and packing.

MHLU-107464 Head Rest

MHLU-107273 Raizer II Trolley

MHLU-107250 Seatbelt

MHLU-103314 Triple Wheel for Trolley
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MODEL Raizer II

LIFTING CAPACITY max. 150kg

LIFTING TIME 20 - 30 secs

WEIGHT
Seat: 8.5 kg / Legs and back supports: 

4.5 kg / Total: 13 kg

NUMBER OF LIFTS WHEN FULLY 

CHARGED

40 at max. load. Approx. 80 with an 

average load

CHARGING TIME Up to 6 hours

CHARGING OF EMPTY BATTERY 10-15 min. = 1 lift

CHARGERS
USB charger and 15W charger for 

standard power socket

Technical Specifications

Accessories

Raizer II Lifting Chair

Scan QR code for more information

novis.com.au/product/raizer-ii-lifting-chair/


